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1 Introduction

The combination of Hadoop and HDFS is becoming a defacto standard system in handling
big data. HDFS is a distributed file system that is designed for big data. In HDFS, a file
consists of multiple large sized blocks. A central management of HDFS tries to scatter these
multiple blocks on different nodes to maximize the I/O throughput. Hadoop is a framework
that supports data intensive parallel applications and runs on the top of HDFS. In Hadoop,
a user-level job is usually split into small tasks and each task is assigned to cluster nodes
where necessary data is placed. If the cluster nodes with necessary data is fully occupied by
other jobs, the task is assigned to other clusters that might not hold necessary input data.
In this case, these clusters need to transfer the input data from the other nodes at the cost
of network traffic. Hadoop job scheduling is basically designed to reduce the network traffic.
In other words, Hadoop prefers the nodes that holds the necessary input data when doing
job scheduling. The ill-balanced placement of hot data would increase network traffic and
affect the overall system performance as well. Therefore, well-balanced placement of hot
data is critical to improve Hadoop performance. To achieve well-balance of hot data, the
behaviors of system are monitored and some static rules are enforced by human beings in
run time. The migration under these static rules tends to be conservative and progressed in
slow pace in order to minimize the network traffic overhead. These characteristics of static
migration make it unsuitable for the case of adding new cluster nodes, which requires rapid
data migration and usually large volume of migration. In this study, we use Markov Model
to achieve rapid migration of large data to new nodes.

1.1 Data Migration for New Nodes

In the lack of computation power or storage capacity, new cluster nodes are added. After
the addition of new cluster nodes, the balancing of storage capacity and workload is de-
sired. Even capacity distribution of storage capacity could be easily done since it does not
require to consider the behavior of upper level - Hadoop. However, achieving even workload
distribution might be difficult since the workload distribution depends on how to migrate
data files into new cluster nodes from old cluster nodes. For example, new cluster nodes
would be idle if only the cold data files are migrated to new clusters or new cluster nodes
would be too busy in vice versa. Unfortunately, the way of migration for new servers is not
well defined yet. One of most common ways is to choose files or blocks to be migrated in
a random manner, which shows poor workload distributions consequentially. In this study,
we will interpret this problem in the context of Machine Learning, and apply the Markov
Model to choose files to migrate.

1.2 Data Set and Assumption

PDL (Parallel Data Lab) people have collected log data in OpenCloud for last two years.
These log data include various log information at several layers: Hadoop, HBase, and HDFS.
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We will focus on the file access log of HDFS for our project. HDFS is a distributed file system
particularly designed for Hadoop. It provides the physical location information of target
files or blocks. Once file is created, open, read and append operations only are allowed. The
block size of HDFS files is 64MB by default. Each data chunk is placed in different storage
nodes. For reliability, HDFS maintains two replicates of each block. Physical location and
block allocation information is maintained by one central node called namenode. When a
user open a HDFS file, the block allocation information and physical location of the HDFS
file is delivered to the user. Once the user get these information, the user can transfer
data blocks directly from the storage node without further intervention of namenode. The
namenode records log of each file open, create, and block append operations, user ID, and
date. Each storage nodes also records pairs of block number and user ID. Unfortunately, the
size of this block access log is too large. Therefore, we focus on namenode’s log files with
one assumption that all blocks of single HDFS would be equally accesses once the file is
opened. Since many Hadoop applications involves sequential access on large input files, we
think our assumption is quite reasonable. In last two years, OpenCloud has created about
42M files and served 95 Millions open requests.

1.3 Problem definition in ML context and Constraints

To achieve load balancing, we need the list of files that are most likely to be accessed in next
two weeks. (The parameter “two weeks” is determined by ourselves based on an observation
that two weeks are enough time for static migration rules to eliminate the difference between
new nodes and existing nodes.) In ML context, this statement could be translated into the
statement that we need the possibilities that each file would be accessed in next two weeks
given access patterns of certain period of the past. Although the prediction will be done in
offline, the time and space complexity of overall algorithm should be manageable since the
size of data could be very large. As mentioned above, our two years log has just 95M entries.
This is because OpenCloud has relatively small number (64) of clusters and relatively less
crowded than commercial cloud systems. In real world, the volume of log data could be
very large.

1.4 Previous Works

As big data become popular, demand for machine learning methodology emerges to auto-
mate server management and analyze the behaviors of machines. However, system research
with ML methodology is at pretty early stage. We could not find any previous work that
tries to use Markov Model for data migration. Therefore, we introduce one use of Markov
Model for memory prefetching in computer architecture, and one use of Hidden Markov
Model for network file system trace analysis. Joseph et al. [2] use Markov Model to prefetch
cache in computer architecture. Due to the limited hardware resource, their study mainly
focuses on optimizing the computation and memory space usage. In the machine learning
context, the main difference between their approach and our study is that applying Markov
Model to cache prefetching does not require extra abstraction on the time step of Markov
Model since every memory references directly corresponds to one step of Markov Model.
Yadwadkar et al. [3] introduce trace analysis method based on the HMM to extract ap-
plication level semantics of I/O operations from network file system traces that consist of
primitive file system operations and parameters. Their tool enables to recognize application
level semantics based on the patterns in the races. In their methodology, pattern recognition
could be trained with small traces.

2 Methodology

Our methodology has five steps: Preprocessing, Grouping, Clustering, Building Markov
Model and Prediction. In processing, unnecessary entries in the log files are eliminated.
The two-week long sequence of the pairs 〈access time, file name〉 is partitioned into 259
groups in the grouping step. Since it is very unlikely that the group at time n is exactly
same as another group at the different time m, we are going to merge similar groups into
one state using a clustering method. Then, the training data would be annotated with
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new states. From the newly annotated training data, the state transition matrix of Markov
Model would be built. Based on the Markov Model, we could find all states that could
appear within next k hours and its probability. According to the probability of occurrence,
k highest probability states would be chased. Finally, the files that belong to the k states
would be predicted as data to be accessed within following k hours. The detail of each step
is described in the following sections.

2.1 Preprocessing

The log data which we obtained from the CMU OpenCloud have the following problems
and need to be pre-processed.

• It contains unstructured error messages, which have to be filtered out.

• It also includes unnecessary information for our purpose. For example, the log
contains IP and the type of operation. We only extract A) time stamp and B)
filename of a data access.

• Some file accesses are triggered by the system process, for example to check the
integrity of the system. We removed those accesses because they are not under the
scope of our prediction.

2.2 Grouping

We partition a daily log into 24 hourly log chunks and transform each hourly chunk into a
set of files which are accessed during the corresponding hour. This step is an abstraction
and necessary to reduce complexity of data. Before grouping, we have a list of 2M file and
it is not efficient to directly build Markov Model from them. After grouping, we have 259
hourly logs which are tractable size to apply our technique (14 × 24 = 336, but 77 hours
have no file access). The grouping parameter is set to one hour and can be adjusted.

2.3 Clustering

We perform hierarchical clustering on the set of hourly log data. The distance between two
different set of files H1 and H2 is defined by Jaccard distance [1]:

d(H1, H2) = Jδ(H1, H2) =
|H1 ∪H2| − |H1 ∩H2|

|H1 ∪H2|
.

To be precise, we need to compute the distance of two clusters directly using the above
definition, using all the files in each cluster. However, computing the commonly accessed
files of two big clusters is expensive and we want to avoid it.

To efficiently compute the distance between two clusters, we use the following linkage meth-
ods as an approximation:

• Average : Unweighted average distance (UPGMA)

• Complete : Furthest distance

• Single : Shortest distance

• Weighted : Weighted average distance (WPGMA)

Each linkage method generates a different dendrogram. In section 3.1.1, we discuss the
impact of each linkage method.

After building a dendrogram using a specific linkage method, we use “distance” criterion
to form clusters. We parameterize the number of clusters. The impact of the number of
clusters is also discussed in section 3.1.2.
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2.4 Markov Model

We build a Markov model from a sequence of clusters which represent sets of files. Each
cluster is a state in our Markov model. The probability of going from i-th state to j-th state
is computed by simple counting:

Pi,j =
# of occurrences of j-th state after i-th

# of occurrences of i-th state
.

Using these probabilities, we compute The transition matrix A:

Ai,j = Pi,j .

2.5 Prediction

We want to know the probability of going from the last state c to a state within 2 weeks. If
we know this probability for all target states, then we can sort the clusters by this probability
and make a prediction.

The probability of going from state i to state j in exactly n time steps without visiting the
state j in the middle is inductively defined as

Pni,j =

{
Ai,j if n = 1∑
k 6=j Ai,kP

n−1
k,j . otherwise

In base case where n = 1, P 1 is trivially the same as the transition matrix A. Figure 1
illustrate the general case where n > 1. Any path of length n going from state i to state j
can be decomposed into two sub-paths whose lengths are 1 and n − 1. We may categorize
those paths into m sets depending on their second states. For all m sets of paths, we should

exclude the set of paths whose pattern is i→ j
n−1−→ j (dashed line in Figure 1) because they

contain state j in their second step.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the definition of Pni,j , which is the probability of going from state i
to state j in exactly n time steps without visiting the state j in the middle .

In matrix form, it is defined as follows:

Pn =

{
A if n = 1

A
(
Pn−1 − diag(Pn−11,1 , Pn−12,2 , . . . , Pn−1m,m)

)
otherwise

where m is the number of states.
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Using P k, we compute the probability of going from state i to state j within n time steps:

Qn
i,j =

n∑
k=1

P ki,j .

We are interested in the probabilities of going from the last state c to each state j within n
time steps. The c-th row of the probability matrix Q contains that information:[

Qn
c,1 Qn

c,2 · · · Qn
c,m

]
.

The top k-states in the row vector represents the files which are most-likely accessed within
next n hours.

3 Experiments

To measure the performance of our MM predictor, we define two performance metrics:
Accuracy and Coverage.

• The coverage is the fraction of reused files in the future over the files predicted by
our MM model:

Coverage =
# of hits

# of reused files in future
.

• We measure the number of hit files over the number of migrated files and define it
to be accuracy.

Accuracy =
# of hits

# of migrated files
.

If all existing files are targeted for migration, the coverage should be 100 percent regardless
of the prediction algorithms. However, the number of files that could be migrated is limited
by the storage capacity of newly added machines. Unfortunately, we have no idea about how
large capacity would be usually added. To provide general idea about performance without
considering the newly added capacity, we measure the performances in two extreme cases.
In first case, we measure the coverage when 25 percent of files accessed in latest two weeks
are migrated. In second case, we measure the accuracy after we migrate files until coverage
reaches at 80 percent. For performance comparison, we implemented three alternatives:
MRU, MFU, and Random. We discuss the impacts of clustering methodologies, and their
parameters as well. Finally, analysis of time complexity of our MM prediction will be
followed.

3.1 Experimental Results

In our experiment, we set the period of prediction to two weeks. We run the experiments
on the machine with 2.3GHz AMD Opteron processor (32-core), 94GB RAM, and running
GNU/LINUX kernel 2.6.28. To predict the files to be accessed in this period, we build the
Markov Model with the latest two weeks log data.

3.1.1 Impact of Linkage Methods

To show the impacts of the linkage method, we use four different linkage methods for clus-
tering: Average, Complete, Single, and Weighted. Figure 2 shows the number of hit files
of these four linkage methods with 60 clusters where all four methods show their optimal
results. Figure 2 shows that complete linkage is the best method. In complete linkage, the
distance between two clusters is defined as the furthest distance among the objects. This
prevents forming a one big cluster which might contain files which are not accessed in the
future.
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Figure 2: The impact of linkage methods on the coverage. Complete linkage outperforms
the other linkage methods.
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Figure 3: The impact of the number of clusters methods on the coverage. Clustering with
max 60 clusters shows the best performance.

3.1.2 Impact of the Number of Clusters

Figure 3 depicts the impact of the number clusters. In this experiment, Complete clustering
method is chosen. The performance hits the peak at 60 clusters. Beyond 60, the performance
drops.

This phenomenon can be explained. If we have too many number of clusters (for example,
259 clusters which are the same number of hours we have), then we basically have a sequence
of clusters where there is no overlap. We have a homogeneous transition matrix as a result
if that is the case. Every cluster has the same probability of migration and we generate no
meaningful prediction at all. If we have too small number of clusters (for example, one big
cluster), then hot data and cold data are grouped together in one cluster and the precision
of the prediction would be impaired by this clustering.
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Figure 4: Performance comparison among different methodologies. Our proposed method
using clustering and Markov model performs better than MRU (Most Recently Used), MFU
(Most Frequently Used), and Random prediction. Ideal performance is given for comparison.

3.1.3 Performance Comparison : Coverage and Accuracy

For the performance comparison, we implement MRU (Most Recently Used), MFU (Most
Frequently Used), and Random prediction. Note that our MRU has different meaning
compared to the MRU in cache algorithm. In our MRU, recently accessed clusters are
preferred for migration over less recently accessed clusters.

# of Migrated Files Accuracy (%)

MM 428700 49.0
MRU 1782036 11.8
MFU 1740999 12.0
Random 1641256 12.8
Ideal 210430 100.0

Table 1: Number of migrated files and accuracy when each methodology achieves 80%
coverage.

Figure 4 shows the coverage as the number of migrated files increases up to two millions
which is the number of all files accesses in the latest two week. To achieve 80 percent
of coverage, MM needs to migrate about 400 thousands while other two methods need to
migrate much larger number of files, about 1.75 millions files. Table 1 shows 1) the number
of migrated files and 2) the accuracy of each methodology when they reach at 80% coverage.
MM method shows five times higher accuracy than MRU, and MFU. In other words, MM
migration incurs just 20% cost (mainly network traffic) of MRU and MFU migrations.

3.2 Analysis of Complexity

In this section, we analyze the time complexity of each methodology. Since the system with
Hadoop and HDFS is designed for big data, the file access log files contain huge number of
entries. Even though our OpenCloud has much smaller number of nodes than the systems
in commercial companies such as Google, and Facebook, the two weeks file access log has
more than two million entries. In commercial systems with thousands nodes, this number
could be more than hundred millions. Therefore, we need to consider the time complexity
of the migration methods to guarantee that migration process is done timely. Table 2 shows
the time complexity of each method.
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Time complexity

MM O(kn3)
MRU O(n)
MFU O(n)
Random O(1)

Table 2: Time complexity of each methodology. In Markov Model, building a transition
matrix A can be done in linear time. However, it takes O(kn3) time to compute the Q
matrix where k is the number of prediction steps (in our experiment, they are 238 hours)
and n is the number of clusters.

4 Conclusion

Through this study, we have presented Markov Model for file migration in HDFS. Our MM
method outperforms the MRU based method in terms of prediction accuracy and coverage.
We think this is a surprising result. Since it is pretty common that user access patterns
have locality, it is usually very difficult to beat MRU in system research. Although we
present the results of the latest two weeks log data only in the previous experiment section,
we did experiment for entire two year log data file. However, the result was quite bad. To
achieve 80% coverage, MM method need to migrate 22 times more files. Other two methods
also show similar results. This is because the future two weeks access pattern usually has
a strong correlation with the most recent few weeks. This is quite normal in system area.
Therefore, the use of entire two years sample data does not help enhance the accuracy of
prediction more than latest two weeks sample data. From this trial, we learned that larger
sample does not always result in better performance.
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